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WHAT IS
AFFILIATE MARKETING

There are basically three parties involved. 

Let’s look at how you can develop your business with Performance Based Marketing and
Affiliate Partnerships?

For example, let’s imagine that Christine runs a regular blog on consumer electronics. She
reviews and comments on the latest TVs, DAB Radios, Blu-ray players, Surround Sound systems 
etc. Using a website, email marketing and social media she has built up a large fan base of
readers – many of whom follow her advice and make purchases by clicking on the ‘’buy now’’ 
links in her blog and social shares.

Christine discovers that the merchant “Currys” has an affiliate programme, which offers an
attractive commission on its range of “Shore” digital radios. She signs up to this programme and

“In a nutshell, Affiliate Marketing is when a third party promotes your products to their own

audience and encourages them to buy from you. The third party is paid a pre-agreed

commission on every sale that is made to their audience.”

1.   The Merchant (typically a business owner) who offers items for sale to their customer
      base.
2.   The Affiliate marketer, who has access to an audience of targeted potential customers 
      that are likely to buy the merchant’s products or services.
3.   The Customer who already know, like and trust the affiliate marketer and are proven        
      buyers. 
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is accepted by this retailer’s affiliate evaluation process. She starts to write about the latest 
model of Shore digital radio on her blog and at the end of each piece she includes a “buy 
now” weblink to the Shore radio purchase page on the Currys website.

Two months ago, James Bryson was looking for a new TV. He searched the internet using 
Google and found Christine’s blog pages. He found them fascinating and he signed up for her 
monthly email newsletters and followed her on Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest. James reads 
Christine’s latest blog and is very interested in the Shore digital radio. He clicks on the “buy 
now” link and is taken to the Currys purchase page for this radio and he buys the radio using 
his credit card. Currys process his payment and ship the radio to James creating a very happy 
new customer.

How Christine gets paid?

As the weblink that James clicked contains a unique code “belonging” to Christine, Currys 
know that the reason that James bought the radio was because he was reading Christine’s 
blog pages and came to their website via an affiliate ‘’buy now’’ link on her blog. Currys Affiliate 
Tracking System automatically monitors this transaction and allocates the assigned
commission to Christine for the sale.

PROS: 
      Cash flow positive with no upfront marketing costs
      That’s right! As the merchant you only pay your affiliate partners for the sales they
      ACTUALLY bring you.

      Quick and easy to set up and manage
      With the right guidance you can soon be up an running and start rewarding sales once the 
      money is in your bank account, rather than always having to pay up from for adverts and 
      leads. There are no restrictions so you can create multiple campaigns to market your
      affiliate links with multiple affiliate partners with proven audiences of buyers.

Let’s get into a little more detail...

Sounds great right?

This is just the start. I hope you can see why Performance Based Marketing and

Affiliate Partnership is my ‘go-to’ business growth strategy.
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Meet the Merchant - YOU 

As we’ve already seen – affiliates are a commission only sales force and they help the
merchant by increasing sales, but let’s look at other ways where they can help a merchant 
develop their business too. 

These are just two real examples, case studies if you like, from businesses I have consulted 
with and/or invested in recently.

CASE STUDY #1

GAME CHANGER - Switching out a low margin or essential but unprofitable product 

We researched the market and developed a relationship with Europes largest tropical 
vegetation and plant merchant, who, of course, was very interested at taking on additional 
business to sell their tropical plants and vegetation in return for a sales commission to the 
introducing partner. So we set up an Affiliate Partnership and the two businesses now work 
together to serve their customers both playing to their strengths and doing what they do best.

Let’s think this right through...

Our aquarium business owner no longer worries about the storage, maintenance, daily
watering and feeding routine, or shipping these perishable goods to the customer. They 
simply swapped out their previous products advertised on their website and replaced them 
with the equivalent items from the other merchant. They continued to drive traffic to their own 
website as before, but since they no longer had storage or shipping costs or rotting vegetation 
to worry about, they actually made more profit from selling tropical plants as an affiliate than 
when they sold them direct! Additionally, this also helped them concentrate on their time,
effort and money on more profitable items; the tanks, lighting and pumps etc. A true 
WIN-WIN!

In this real example we have an online aquarium business, essentially selling “everything 
but the fish” to consumers via their online store. This covers fish tanks, lighting, pumps, 
filters etc. and also a whole range of tropical plants and vegetation to decorate the fish’s 
environment. 

However, following some initial analysis during our consultation the business soon found 
that there was a high cost of maintaining the plants and vegetation at their warehouse and 
that these products had a short shelf life becoming unsalable after a period of time.
Calculating how much vegetation to buy in advance of sales was a constant problem. 



CASE STUDY #2

GAME CHANGER - Building a new income stream with zero investment and 100% certainty 

After just six months, they had collected enough sales data to be confident enough to stock 
their own range of safety clothing to sell directly to their clients at a higher profit than they 
were able to generate via an Affiliate Partnership.

Furthermore, the additional profit they had generated from this new product line funded their 
entire first stock order meaning that they had built a entirely new product line and income 
stream with ZERO INVESTMENT CASH! Another WIN-WIN!

How To Reward Your Affiliate Partners

At its simplest level, the most popular way of rewarding affiliates for creating new sales is via
a percentage or flat rate commission on each sale. 

For example; let’s assume the merchant sells a product for $100 with a 10% commission
offered to Affiliate Partners. An Affiliate Partner sells 100 copies to his/her audience.
Therefore, the merchant makes $10,000 in new sales to new customers and owes a
commission of $1,000 to the Affiliate Partner once those sales have been paid for in full.

So clearly the secret is to offer low commissions?

Actually, no! 

To build a sustainable programme which attracts and motivates your ideal Affiliate Partners you 
should aim to share as much of the profit with the Affiliate Partner as you can reasonably afford.

In this example, my client was looking at ways to test a new product line with their
audience. Despite numerous customer surveys they were still a little unsure how receptive 
their audience would actually be to a new additional product line.

This business was a tools manufacturer, selling drills etc directly to the construction
industry and traders. Their head of sales wanted to find out whether their existing
customer base would also buy safety clothing from them. Whilst survey results looked 
promising there’s always a difference between what people say and what they actually do!

Rather than investing in stock and worrying about holding the right range of sizes etc, we 
searched through an affiliate portal and found a great merchant, who specialised in safety 
clothing. We opened an account and advertised the merchant’s safety products to their 
own audience on their website, app and email marketing.

“I trust these are demonstrating why I LOVE Performance Based Marketing and Affiliate

Partnerships so much!”
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This creates an attractive, exciting programme which everyone will want to be part of and 
you’ll rapidly build a motivated COMMISSION ONLY sales force who are actively promoting 
your products and services. And remember, you are only paying the sales commission once 
the money is in your bank!

There are several other commission payment models which work particularly well for certain 
business sectors and niches. To learn more on these please join my FREE Facebook Group 
‘Partnership Profits’.

Pro Tip: “Most of the programmes I set up for clients offer a 40% commission to the Affiliate 

Partners based on the profit margin in the product being sold. This can be worked out as a

percentage of the sale, or, set as a fixed monetary sum per product.”

http://www.facebook.com/groups/PartnershipProfits


INTRODUCING
THE AFFILIATE MANAGER
The Affiliate Manager is the person who helps the merchant unlock all the benefits of Affiliate 
Partnerships for their business and makes it all happen. This could be a role that is added to an 
existing staff member’s responsibility or could be a new position that is recruited for and a new 
individual joins the business. This could be a consultancy position, where an independent
affiliate marketing “expert” helps a business create an affiliate network for consultancy fees
and/or commission on sales etc.

At Partnership Profits, me and my team primarily help two types of business people. Firstly, 
we help the merchant, who already sells their own products but wants to increase their profits, 
change their product mix or, test market a new product without too much up-front expenditure. 
Secondly, we train and certify Affiliate Managers through our proven programme.

For FREE help and guidance on whether the Affiliate Manager or consultancy route is right for 
your business please join my FREE Facebook Group ‘Partnership Profits’.
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Who is my ideal affiliate?

Your ideal affiliate is someone who has access to a group of target individuals who would be
a perfect fit for your own product or service. 

There is someone who will represent your brand the right way, uphold your service values and 
build your brand awareness and positioning. 

They will have a strong reputation with their own audience and will be capable of delivering 
moderate to high levels of targeted traffic to your products or service.

Your ideal affiliate will, of course, need to have an interest in your product and be someone of 
authority to their audience about it.

Your affiliate marketing programme should target such affiliates carefully so you can have at 
least 4-5 good candidates to choose from for your programme.

If you’d like some help researching and recruiting your Affiliate Partners pop over here and 
grab my FREE guide which contains the 24 techniques I use to recruit profitable partners.

What is a super affiliate? 

A super affiliate is usually a key influencer in a particular niche with a large highly engaged 
audience, they are an expert in their field and often carry ‘celebrity’ status even if that’s just 
within their niche market. 

Building relationships with super affiliates within your own niche is a very powerful strategy. 
It can be very profitable as well as helping to elevate your brand reach and awareness. Of 
course such affiliates may be more reluctant to join your programme because of the many 
offers they receive, but if you are able to get them on board then it is a huge WIN for you!
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Common FAQ’s Answered Here...

What are the upfront costs?
These can be very minimal. I’ve seen people start programmes for under $500 and then 
just re-invest some of the profits to grow their programme month on month.

What percentage commission should I offer my affiliates?
This will vary from business to business but as I mentioned above I normally advise that 
commissions are set at 40% of the profit margin in the product being sold.

How do I actually recruit affiliates to promote my product/service?
I have composed a list of the 24 best places you can discover your ideal affiliates, how to 
approach them and what to expect next. Check it out here:
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Facebook Partnership Profits Twitter Linkedin YouTube

IN CONCLUSION

Finally, Affiliate Marketing is extremely easy to manage and it can bring outstanding results to 
your business at the same time.

As with every single thing in life; these things are not usually difficult, you just need to know 
where everything is and how to use it effectively.

Affiliate Partnerships and Performance Based Marketing is my go-to technique when looking 
to grow a business I start, or invest in. The focus on results really helps businesses of all sizes 
achieve the growth in sales and PROFITS which, after all, is really what we’re all after.

I see too many businesses falling into the trap of ‘paying for leads’ and believing this is the only 
way to grow. That’s just not the case and for a lot of businesses Affiliate Partnerships can very 
quickly double their monthly profits.

If you’d like to learn more please accept this invitation to join my FREE Private Facebook Group 
where we can chat further. I run weekly Video Trainings and Live Q&A Sessions where you can 
jump in and ask me anything you need.

Join Partnership Profits

Thanks so much for the time you have dedicated to learning the high level principles of Affiliate 
Marketing and Performance Based Marketing. I hope you found this guide useful and will keep it 
as a resource while you explore how you can start benefiting from this zero upfront cost
marketing channel.

Here’s to your success.
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